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Abstract— Agriculture is that the backbone of the economy 

however thanks to animal interference in agricultural lands, 

there will be immense loss of crops. This text provides a 

comprehensive review of assorted ways adopted by farmers 

to shield their crops. The article additionally discusses use of 

contemporary technology in agriculture. Finally, this article 

reviews good crop protection system victimization sensors, 

microcontroller and gsm module. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Crops in granges are numerous times destroyed by original 

creatures like buffaloes, cows, scapegoats, catcalls etc. This 

leads to huge losses for the planter. Due to over population, it 

occurs a deforestation this results in deficit of food, water and 

sanctum in timber areas. So, beast’s hindrance in domestic 

areas is adding day by day which affects mortal life and 

property causes mortal beast conflict but as per nature’s rule 

every living critter on this earth has important part ineco-

system. Mammoths and other creatures coming in to 

communicate with humans, impact negatively in colorful 

means similar as by depredation of crops, damaging grain 

stores, water inventories, houses and other means, injuring 

and death of humans.  

 So we propose automatic crop protection system 

from animals. This is a microcontroller- grounded system 

using Snap family microcontroller. These systems use a stir 

detector to descry wild beast approaching near the field. In 

such a case the detector signal the microcontroller to take 

action. Traditional styles used by growers are given below.  

A. Electric Walls  

Electric walls were used to operation placental mammal 

within theu.s. Within the early Thirties, and electrical fencing 

technology developed in each theu.s. and New Zealand. AN 

early operation of the electrical hedge for beast operation was 

developed in 1936 – 1937 by New Zealand tradesman Bill 

Gallagher. One amongst the main disadvantages of getting an 

electrical hedge put in is that it needs regular conservation. 

There are several rules and rules concerned, one that you just 

have to be impelled to ask native council to make sure indeed 

putting in one is approved.  

 Another is that you just should constantly maintains 

the encompassing shops. If trees and lawn are not duly 

trimmed back, they may be allowed-about a domicile hazard.  

B. Scarecrow  

Scarecrow kin group is unmoving in a veritably pastoral life 

vogue. The Egyptians used the primary scarecrows in 

recorded history to use to shield wheat fields on the Nile from 

flocks of quail. Egyptian growers put in sentry frames in their 

fields and carpeted them with nets. Whereas ancient, 

nonmoving scarecrows work against “pest catcalls” (e.g., 

crows and blackbirds), the impact is nearly continuously 

temporary. Over time, the catcalls get used to stationary  

II. THEORY AND CALCULATION 

A. Dummies and Renew Their Dangerous  

Smart Crop protection system from living beast and catcalls 

using Microcontroller. This design motive to designing and 

execute the superior enhancement in bedded device for Crops 

in granges are nonstop destroyed with the aid of near 

creatures like buffaloes, cows, scapegoats and catcalls etc. 

This results in huge losses for the growers. It's now not doable 

for growers to hedge complete fields or antecede field 24 

hours and cover it. Thus then we present motorized crop 

safety system from creatures. This is a primarily grounded 

device the use of micro regulator. This fashion makes use of 

a stir detector to discover wild creatures drawing near the 

sphere. In such a case the detector cautions the micro 

regulator to bear action. The micro regulator now sounds an 

alarm to invite the creatures down from the sector further as 

sends SMS to the planter and makes call, in order that planter 

may sound the difficulty and come to the spot just in case the 

creatures don’t growers to stay affiliated to his subject from 

nearly and anytime. Colorful detectors are used to collect 

records about the area conditions. Inclusively the about the 

ranch circumstance is expended to the planter through GSM 

technology.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. To protect the crop in farm area from animal 

Here is such system designed for the purpose to protect the 

crops from animal. Basically system is designed using IR 

sensor & ultrasonic sensor through this sensor crop area is 

monitored. whenever the animal or birds enter in the crop area 

it detect through this sensor and this signal is goes to the 

micro controller after that system produces Buzzer, if after 

Buzzer animal not escape from crop area it also send the 

message to farmer and alert to farm owner. It escape animals 

from crop filed without harmless of animals. 

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 PIC Microcontroller  

 Buzzer  

 GSM Module 

 LCD Display 

 Resistors 

 Capacitors 

 Transistors 

 Diode  

 Programming Language: C 
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A. Circuit Diagram 

 

B. Circuit Simulation 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The debit of crop vandalism by wild creatures and domicile 

has come a significant social problem in current time. It needs 

pressing attention as no effective answer exists until date for 

this debit. Therefore, this design carries a great social 

connectedness because it aims to deal with this debit. This 

design can grease growers in defensive their vineyards and 

fields and save them from important financial losses and can 

save them from the unproductive sweats that they endure for 

the protection their fields. This can also grease them in 

achieving advanced crop yields. Therefore performing in 

their profitable well- being.  
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